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new variables worry the variables around the league. Here's what we know and I don't know about the postponed game, the possible penalties and the league's next steps. The NBA's decision to end the season was just one major event in the midst of a day of major events that confirmed life in America
was to change dramatically. Manage favoritesFantasy HomeTommy Gilligan/USA TODAY SportsHere is how the Bucks went from an early playoff outing to Giannis Antetokounmpo's big commitment. Michael Reaves/Getty Images Houston has for years thought it was a good business to do what James
Harden wanted. Now the franchise is dealing with fallout. Basketball: Love StoryDirector Dan Klores creates a vibrant mosaic of basketball by exploring the complex nature of love as game-related. Stream 62 short stories from the NBA, ABA, college basket, women's game, international basketball and
sociocult cultural issues told by 165 legends. From hardwood to the desktop, you get more NBA coverage from the NBA.COM Clippers trade Landry Shamet to Nets at number 19, source tells ESPN This is a three-way deal that includes the Pistons, with Luke Kennard heading to the Clippers, sources tell
ESPN. The Pistons get a number 19 pick, giving them three in the top 20 now, per source. 0:40 WHEN Cleveland's baseball team drops the nickname it's had since 1915, Jeff Passan investigates what led to the decision. Director Dan Klores creates a vibrant mosaic of basketball by exploring the complex
nature of love as game-related. Stream 62 short stories from the NBA, ABA, college basket, women's game, international basketball and sociocult cultural issues told by 165 legends. Christmas takeaways: Better watch out BrooklynLeBron moves up the Christmas scoring list, Lakers Roll MavsGeorge,
Clippers Rout Nuggets in playoff rematchMiddleton, Bucks run Away From WarriorsBehind Robinson's 3-point shutout, Heat Top PelicansNext: Christmas Takeaways: Better Watch Out For BrooklynNext: LeBron Moves Up Christmas Scoring List, Lakers Roll MavsNext: George, Clippers Rout Nuggets
Playoff RematchNext: Middleton, Bucks Run Away From WarriorsNext: Robinson's 3-Point Behind
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